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Transparent thin-film transistors 共TTFTs兲 with an indium-zinc oxide 共IZO兲 active layer by the solution-processed deposition
method were fabricated and their TFT characterization was examined. Solution-processed IZO thin films were amorphous and
highly transparent with ⬎90% transmittance in the visible region with an optical bandgap of 3.1 eV. Spin-coated IZO TTFTs were
operated in depletion mode and showed a field-effect mobility as high as 7.3 cm2 /V s, a threshold voltage of 2.5 V, an on/off
current ratio greater than 107, and a subthreshold slope of 1.47 V/decade.
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Metal-oxide thin films have been traditionally used as insulators,
dielectrics, and conductors in 共opto兲electronic devices. Recently,
metal-oxide thin films have been intensively studied to be applied as
transparent semiconducting active layers in transparent thin-film
transistors 共TTFTs兲. Transparent oxide semiconductors 共TOSs兲 have
many advantages compared to silicon or organic semiconductors.
TOSs are transparent in the visible region due to their large bandgap
and have environmental stability and high field-effect mobility comparable to that of polycrystalline silicon.1,2 Many TOSs such as
ZnO,3,4 zinc-tin oxide 共ZTO兲,5,6 indium-zinc oxide 共IZO兲,7-9 and
indium-gallium-zinc oxide 共IGZO兲2,10,11 have been reported for
transparent active-channel materials in TTFTs. Several TTFTs using
TOSs12,13 and even fully transparent flexible structures3,14 have been
reported. TTFTs based on TOSs are considered to be an alternative
to amorphous Si TFTs. However, TOSs are generally prepared by
vacuum-deposition methods such as rf magnetron sputtering and
pulsed laser deposition. Vacuum-deposition methods require expensive equipment and result in high manufacturing costs.
Solution-processed thin-film deposition methods could offer
many advantages such as simplicity, low cost, and high throughput
that enable the fabrication of high-performance and low-cost electronics. In addition, solution-processed deposition methods such as
screen printing, inkjet printing, and imprinting offer the possibility
of the direct patternability of TOS thin films which could replace the
conventional photolithographic technique. Recently, ZnO,15-17
ZTO,18 and IZO-based19 TTFTs fabricated by solution-processed
deposition using metallorganic or metal halide precursors in various
solvents were reported to have high mobility up to ⬃16 cm2 /V s
and to give direct patternability. However, in the case of using metal
chloride as precursors, the presence of chloride ions during heattreatment of the film is unfavorable under certain circumstances. In
addition, TTFTs fabricated by solution-processed deposition showed
high off currents and a low on/off current ratio compared to the
vacuum-deposited TTFTs.
In this article, we report the amorphous IZO semiconductor thin
films fabricated by solution process under ambient air conditions
using metal acetates as precursors and the performance of TTFTs
with an amorphous IZO active layer. Spin-coated IZO thin film was
uniform, highly transparent in the visible spectrum region, and
stable in air conditions. The TTFTs with amorphous IZO semiconductor with an inverted-gate structure were demonstrated comparable TFT performance to those using vacuum-deposited TOSs.

Zn共OAc兲2·2H2O has limited solubility in alcohols and its precursor
solution is easily precipitated or gelled. In共OAc兲3 is not soluble in
2-methoxyethanol. Thus, Zn共OAc兲2·2H2O and In共OAc兲3 require
stabilizing agents for dissolution and formation of stable sol.20-23
Diethanolamine 共DEA兲 of 0.4 M and acetylacetone 共acac兲 of 0.4 M
were used to stabilize the IZO precursor solution.
Heavily boron 共p⫹兲-doped silicon substrate was used in an
inverted-gate structure for the fabrication of IZO-based TTFTs. Silicon dioxide with a thickness of 120 nm was thermally grown on top
of the silicon substrate and used as gate dielectric. IZO solution was
spin-coated on the SiO2 /Si substrates at a speed of 8000 rpm for
30 s and annealed at 500°C for 1 h in a furnace in an atmospheric
environment. An IZO thin film with a thickness of about 10 nm was
obtained on top of the SiO2. Aluminum, which was used as source
and drain electrodes, was then evaporated on top of the IZO semiconductor layer through a shadow mask with a channel width of
1000 m and a channel length of 120 m to complete the fabrication process of IZO-based TTFTs. Device characterization was performed in the dark at room temperature using two Keithley 236
source-measure units.
Results and Discussion
To determine the heat-treatment temperature, thermogravimetric
analysis 共TGA兲 was performed under air atmosphere at a heating
rate of 5°C/min using a TGA Q50 analyzer 共TA instruments兲. Figure
1 shows the TGA curve of the IZO precursor solution dried at
150°C to remove the solvent and the water and ground into powder.
The initial weight loss to 190°C represents the evaporation of ab-

Experimental
Precursor solution for fabricating IZO thin films was prepared by
dissolving 0.1 M of zinc acetate dihydrate 关Zn共OAc兲2·2H2O兴 and
0.1 M of indium acetate 关In共OAc兲3兴 in 2-methoxyethanol at 50°C.
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Figure 1. 共Color online兲 TGA of IZO precursor solution at 5°C/min heating
rate.
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Figure 3. UV/vis transmittance spectrum of spin-coated ZTO thin films on a
quartz substrate.

transparent with ⬎90% transmittance in the visible spectrum region
共400–700 nm兲. The optical absorption coefficient 共␣兲 calculated
from the transmittance was used to determine the optical bandgap
共Eg兲 and is given by the relation
共␣h兲2 = 共h − Eg兲

Figure 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Cross-sectional TEM image and electron diffraction pattern 共inset兲 and 共b兲 AFM image of the spin-coated IZO thin film
on the SiO2 /Si substrate.

sorbed moisture and the residual solvents, including 2-methoxyethanol. The TGA curve shows that IZO precursor solution loses
weight through two steps and its derivative maxima are at ⬃240 and
⬃350°C. The weight loss at ⬃240 and ⬃350°C represents the
decomposition of Zn共OAc兲215 and In共OAc兲3,21 respectively. The
weight-loss tail at 400°C might come from the decomposition of the
residual amorphous material, which is related to oxidative removal
of residual organics.23 Beyond 500°C, no detectable weight loss was
observed. This result suggests the heat-treatment temperature of
500°C would be sufficient to remove all the organics for the formation of amorphous IZO thin film.
IZO thin-film thickness was measured by transmission electron
microscopy 共TEM兲 共JEM 3010, JEOL兲 with an acceleration voltage
of 200 kV. The surface morphology of IZO thin films was observed
by atomic force microscopy 共AFM兲 共SPI 3800N, SEIKO兲. Figure 2a
shows the cross-sectional TEM image of the IZO thin film on
SiO2 /Si substrate with a thickness of about 10 nm. The inset of Fig.
2a shows diffraction patterns of IZO thin film which did not show
any characteristic patterns, which means that the spin-coated IZO
thin film is amorphous. An AFM image, as shown in Fig. 2b, reveals
that the IZO thin film has a smooth and homogeneous surface with
a low root-mean-square 共rms兲 roughness of ⬃1 nm and shows no
crystalline grains.
The optical transmission analysis of the IZO thin films was carried out at various wavelengths using ultraviolet-visible-near infrared 共UV/vis/NIR兲 spectroscopy 共UV3101PC, Shimadzu兲. Figure 3
shows the optical transmission spectrum of the amorphous IZO thin
film deposited on the quartz substrate in the wavelength range from
300 to 800 nm. The spectrum shows that IZO thin film is highly
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where h is the photon energy. The optical bandgap can be determined by the extrapolation of the linear region from a plot of ␣2 vs
photon energy 共h兲 near the onset of the absorption edge to the
photon energy axis. The optical bandgap of the IZO thin film was
measured to be 3.1 eV, which is similar to the value reported for
other IZO thin films.19,24
Figure 4a shows the output curves of the TTFT with a 10 nm
thick IZO active layer at various gate voltages. The IZO TTFT behaves as a n-channel transistor and exhibits good linear/saturation
behavior. Figure 4b shows the transfer curve of the IZO TTFT with
a drain-source voltage 共VDS兲 of 40 V. At zero gate voltage 共VG
= 0 V兲, there is considerable drain current and the channel is not
pinched off completely until the application of negative gate voltages. Because the IZO semiconductors are n-type channels, this behavior indicates that the device is operating in depletion mode. This
means that there are many mobile charge carriers in the IZO thin
films. It is known that the primary carrier sources come from the
native defect doping by doubly charged oxygen vacancies which are
donating the electrons in the IZO.7 The electrical parameters were
1/2
vs VG on the basis of the following
determined from a plot of ID
relationship in the saturation regime
ID =

WCi
共VG − Vth兲2
2L
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where ID is the drain current, W and L are the channel width and
length, respectively,  is the field-effect mobility, Ci is the capacitance per unit area, and Vth is the threshold voltage. The IZO TTFT
has a field-effect mobility of 7.3 cm2 /V s and a threshold voltage of
2.5 V. We designated the exponentially increasing onset position to
on-current state as turn-on voltage 共Vturn-on兲. The Vturn-on of the
solution-processed IZO TTFTs is around −20 V. The mobility of the
spin-coated IZO TTFT is relatively lower than that fabricated by
vacuum deposition. However, because the mobility of
1–10 cm2 /V s seems to be sufficient to meet the brightness and
resolution requirements for active matrix organic light-emitting diodes 共AMOLEDs兲,25 the spin-coated IZO TTFTs can be applicable
to the backplane of the AMOLED.
The important transistor parameters for use in active-matrix TFT
applications are the device on/off current ratio and subthreshold
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high S is attributed to many electrons in the IZO thin films, which
may come from the doubly charged oxygen vacancies.7
Conclusion
We synthesized the precursor solution for the deposition of IZO
thin film. Highly transparent and amorphous IZO thin films were
obtained by annealing at 500°C using this precursor solution. A
depletion-mode TTFT was fabricated using the spin-coated IZO
channel layer. The IZO TTFT has a field-effect mobility of
7.3 cm2 /V s, a threshold voltage of 2.5 V, a subthreshold slope of
1.47 V/dec., and a current on-to-off ratio greater than 107, respectively. The solution-processed TOSs could provide the possibility of
producing high-performance TTFTs for simple and low-cost largearea electronics.
The Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology assisted in
meeting the publication costs of this article.
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